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C HAPTER 1

Field Trip

“Alright kids let’s continue the tour of this science
experiment.” Mr.Bolomer said,“we don’t want to miss
the atoms being expanded by heat increase.” Hi my
name is Jordan Flenzy and my high school class was
taking a field trip to a local science experiment. “Now
you can see the scientist preparing for the experiment,
Mr.Bolomer said. “Here is the machine for the procedure to successfully happen.” All of the sudden I fell
into the pit and I heard a faint yell. “Start the machine!” The only thing I thought was, Uh-oh and a
blinding flash of light came from the machine.”Jordan
are you alright!”Mr.Bolomer said, yeah I’m alright I replied. “Ok, carry on class and observe the results.
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C HAPTER 2

My Power

store. That’s when I had a brilliant idea, “I have to get a costume,” I said to myself. I rushed down the stairs and grabbed
a old black sheet for a cape and a red sweatshirt. Then I snuck
into my Mom and Dad’s room and to the closet where we kept
our sports stuff. There I got a ski mask I had cut in half last
winter. Before I walked out the door I said to myself. Mental
note, make a new costume when I get home.

As I walked home I felt different and I noticed sparks flying
around where I walked. I currently had no explanation for
that. When I got home I tried to quietly sneak up to my room
without my Mom noticing, but of course she knew I was
home. She could tell where I was even if I was 5 miles away,
“hi honey how was your day?” “Pretty well. We went on a surprise field trip and fell in the middle of the science experiment,” I replied.
“What?!”She said, nothing. I went to my room and jumped in
bed. Later that night I felt really hot. About five minutes after
that my hand caught on fire. I woke up startled that somehow
my hand had caught fire and that I was in no pain. I started to
wonder. I concentrated a bit and what do you know my other
hand caught flames. I kept concentrating until I was able to
move the fire without even touching it. I turned the radio on
because music always calms me down. The channel the radio
was on was the police station calling units to stop a jewelry
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C HAPTER 3

I Save the Day

“Jordan, why are you still up?” Couldn’t sleep, I replied. “Alright good night.”

Time to get to the robbery, but how? I thought to myself,
that’s when I saw the taxi. I jumped into the taxi and paid the
driver to take me to the robbery. The whole time I was in the
taxi I was thinking to myself, I should have my own vehicle
but instead I have to ride in a taxi. After a long ride I was finally at the robbery and I ran inside to go beat up the robbers.
It was a little difficult sneaking past the cops outside the building, but I finally got through. Inside their were about two guys
shoving as much diamond rings and gold watches in bags as
they could. One of them noticed me and after a lot of people
getting flipped and I accidentally set off the smoke alarm with
my fire. I was about to leave when one of the police officers
came in and yelled for everybody to freeze. I did the only
reasonable thing, I jumped out the window and landed of
course, in the rose bushes. After I was out of the bushes and
had gotten all the thorns off me I began to run home. When I
was finally at my front door it was about midnight. I ran upstairs and jumped into bed just before my Mom came in.
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